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Abstract 
Electronic sports (eSports) is becoming an increasingly popular subject of research with progress in the 
video game industry. However, the relationship between eSports and cognitive skills and heart rate 
variability (HRV) indices is not fully understood. Therefore, in this study, we analyzed changes in HRV 
indices in 20 healthy adult men while playing eSports and evaluated improvement in their cognitive skills 
before and after playing eSports using the Stroop test. The subjects were divided into two groups: 10 
subjects who were trained in eSports for at least 1 hour a day, 5 days a week for 6 weeks, and 10 subjects 
who were not trained. The results indicated that subjects in the training group tended to have improved 
cognitive skills. In addition, in the group that temporarily improved their cognitive skills by playing 
eSports, similar changes were observed in HRV indices during eSports play, suggesting a 
parasympathetic nervous system dominance. Thus, it is suggested that the observed HRV changes were 
accompanied by the temporary improvement in cognitive skills induced by eSports tasks. 

Keywords: eSports; Heart rate variability; Cognitive skills; Stroop test. 

1. Introduction 
The term “electronic sports (eSports)” refers to organized, competitive forms of video games that can be played 
individually or in a team and can be viewed by spectators either in-person or via streaming services (Brevers et 
al.,2020; Hamari & Sjöblom., 2017). With a history of more than 20 years, eSports has rapidly developed into a 
profitable industry because of its large number of competitors and the development of professional gaming 
leagues (Chikish et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2020; Wagner, 2006). With the progress in the video game industry, the 
popularity of eSports as a research subject has increased (Reitman et al., 2020). eSports is used as a 
countermeasure against post-traumatic stress disorder, schizophrenia, neurodegenerative diseases that reduce the 
volume of the hippocampus and frontal area, (Kühn et al., 2014) and as a digital therapy for attention deficit 
hyperactive disorder (Kollins et al., 2020). However, the drawbacks of eSports include reduced sleep due to the 
use of electronic devices (Hysing et al., 2015), depression, and decreased academic achievement due to video 
game addiction (Brunborg et al., 2014). Toth et al. (2019) highlighted that for further development of eSports, 
adequate research with a focus on cognitive skills is essential. Hagiwara et al. (2020) analyzed the level of 
concentration using an electroencephalogram (EEG) before and during a racing-type eSports task in 20 male 
university students (mean age ± standard deviation: 21.4±1.7) who trained for at least 1 hour a day for 4 days a 
week for 6 months. In addition, their cognitive skills were measured using the Stroop test before and after playing 
eSports. The results showed that eSports improved both concentration and cognitive skills. In addition, Anguera 
et al. (2013) studied the relationship between video game playing and cognitive skills in elderly people. The 
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results showed that elderly people who were trained to play video game for 1 hour a day, 3 days a week, for 4 
weeks, had an increased power ratio in the theta wave band of the EEG, which reflects increased subconscious 
attention and concentration while playing video game, compared with elderly people who were not trained. 
Furthermore, improved performance on subsequent cognitive skills tests was reported. Many other previous 
studies have reported that eSports enhance a variety of cognitive functions (Bediou et al., 2018; Oei & Patterson., 
2013; Qiu et al., 2018) focusing on the brain activity recorded using EEG as a bioindicator. However, few studies 
have focused on heart rate variability (HRV) analysis and cognitive skills during eSports activities. 
 
HRV is an accurate and noninvasive method for measuring autonomic nervous functions of the cardiovascular 
system (Malik et al., 1996) and provides objective assessment of psychological states, such as detection of a 
driver falling asleep while driving (Fujiwara et al., 2018), stress (Castaldo et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2018), and 
emotional classification (Chen et al., 2019). In addition, previous studies have reported that cognitive skills are 
related to stress and HRV indices (Fuentes-García et al., 2019; Hansen et al., 2004; Hilgarter et al., 2021; 
Rodrigues et al., 2018). Furthermore, unlike EEG measurements, HRV indices can be measured using a wearable 
device, which improves usability. Therefore, measuring the changes in HRV indices while playing eSports may 
capture the changes in cognitive skills. 
 
Therefore, this study tested the hypothesis that HRV indices could change accompanying the improvement in 
cognitive skills induced by eSports. 

2. Materials and Methods  
 
2.1 Assessment of cognitive skills using Stroop test 
The Stroop test is a neuropsychological test used to assess cognitive skills. The test consists of a congruent task 
in which the participants are asked to respond as accurately and quickly as possible to four colors, namely red, 
blue, green, and yellow, and an incongruent task in which the participants are asked to respond as accurately and 
quickly as possible to the ink color of a word whose color and meaning are incongruent (Stroop, 1935; Van der 
Elst et al., 2006). The increase in reaction time when responding to a task in which the letter color and meaning 
are mismatched compared to the congruent task is called the Stroop test effect and is used as an index to measure 
the inhibitory function of controlling behavior, which is a cognitive skill (Lemay et al., 2004; MacLeod., 1991; 
Stroop, 1935). Inhibitory function is the ability to suppress the dominant action or thought in a given situation 
(Martínez-Loredo et al., 2017). Previous studies have reported that the reaction time obtained from the Stroop 
test is a reliable and stable measurement of inhibitory function (Martínez-Loredo et al., 2017). In this study, we 
used two Stroop tests to measure the cognitive skills: a written version (Shin Stroop Kensa II, Tokyo Physical, 
Fukuoka, Japan) (ST) and an app version (Hacaro–Stroop test, Digital Standard, Osaka, Japan) (STapp) based on 
previous studies (Hagiwara et al., 2020). An iPad Pro (12.9 inches, Apple, California, USA) was used to conduct 
the STapp. The congruent task in STapp is a task in which a colored circle (red, blue, green, or yellow) is 
displayed 20 times and the user is expected to identify the color of the circle as accurately and quickly as possible. 
In the incongruent task, a character with a mismatched color and meaning (e.g. “Red” printed with blue ink) is 
displayed 20 times and the user is expected to identify the color of the ink as accurately and quickly as possible. 
In both the tasks, the number of correct answers to the 20 questions and time elapsed are displayed as the results. 
The written ST is a task with four items, each of which must be answered as accurately and quickly as possible 
within a time limit of 60 seconds. Test items 3 and 4, which correspond to the congruent and incongruent tasks 
of STapp, were used in the ST. In this study, the number of correct answers for each item was obtained from the 
ST, and the total reaction time for each of the 20 questions in each item was obtained in the STapp and used as a 
measure of cognitive skill. 

2.2 RRI measurement and HRV analysis using a wearable system 
The method used to calculate HRV indices from the R-R interval (RRI) (the time between two adjacent R waves 
of the QRS complex in the electrocardiogram (ECG)) is an accurate and noninvasive method for measuring the 
autonomic nervous functions (Malik et al., 1996). In this study, we evaluated autonomic nervous activity during 
eSports play, Stroop test, by continuously measuring RRIs using an original RRI telemeter shown in Fig. 1(a) 
and calculating the HRV indices using the dedicated smartphone application shown in Fig. 1(b) (Yamakawa et 
al., 2020). The size of the RRI telemeter is 75 × 35 mm (excluding the three ECG leads) with a thickness of 12 
mm (42.3 g). It has a battery life of 45 hours of continuous use. In addition, the device is equipped with an 
automatic gain optimization function (to perform appropriate amplification according to the subject’s ECG 
waveform) and a gain readjustment function (to respond to a decrease in the R wave detection rate). These features 
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enable longitudinal and stable RRI measurement without expert knowledge in physiological measurements 
(Yamakawa et al., 2013). The measured RRI data are transmitted from the telemeter to a smartphone using 
Bluetooth LE and are analyzed for HRV using the application shown in Fig. 1 (b). In this study, we calculated 
eight HRV indices: four time-domain indices: mean of RRI (mean NN), standard deviation of the RRI (SDNN), 
root mean square of the differences of adjacent RRIs (RMSSD), and the number of pairs of adjacent RRIs whose 
difference is greater than 50 ms within a given length of time (NN50) and four frequency-domain indices: variance 
of RRI (Total Power, TP), power of the low-frequency band of 0.04–0.15 Hz (LF), power of the high-frequency 
band of 0.15–0.4 Hz (HF), and the LF to HF ratio (LF/HF) (Malik et al., 1996). Because the HRV indices are 
obtained by statistical or frequency analysis of a 3-minute moving window, any outlier contamination in the RRI 
adversely affects the subsequent 3-minute indices. Therefore, in this study, we have used the same RRI real time 
correction technique as in previous studies (Yamakawa et al., 2020) to replace the outlier RRIs. Additionally, the 
application consists of a function to record the user's physical status. During the measurement, the buttons 
“Eating,” “In Bed,” “Got up,” “Restroom,” “etc.,” and “Stop” are displayed along with the average heart rate, as 
seen in Fig. 1 (b). In this experiment, during the measurement (e.g., resting, STapp) was recorded by tapping the 
“etc.” button during the measurement. 

 

Fig.1.Instruments used for RRI measurement and HRV analysis. (a) Image of the RRI telemeter. (b) Screenshot 
of the dedicated smartphone application 

2.3 Experimental procedure 
This experiment was conducted on 20 healthy adult male subjects (mean age ± standard deviation: 21.9 ± 0.7). 
Informed consent was obtained from all the subjects involved in the study. The experiment was conducted using 
the procedure shown in Fig. 2, referring to previous studies (Hagiwara et al., 2020). Subjects were randomly 
divided into two groups of 10 each: a training group that received at least 1 hour of racing eSports training per 
day for at least 5 days a week for 6 weeks and a non-training group that did not receive any eSports training. 
Before starting the training, the subjects in the training group had to solve ST example tasks for 10 s each followed 
by ST. Next, they were asked to play racing-type eSports (MARIO KART 8 DELUXE, Nintendo, Kyoto, Japan) 
using a dedicated game console (Nintendo Switch, Nintendo, Kyoto, Japan) for the aforementioned period. After 
the Six-week training period, the training and non-training groups were asked to solve ST example tasks for 10 s 
each and then ST was performed. The RRI telemeter was then attached to the subjects using a standard lead II 
and the connection between the RRI telemeter and a dedicated smartphone application was checked to ensure that 
the data were transmitted and received correctly. Next, the subjects were made to sit on a chair in the resting 
position with eyes open for 8 min (Rest). Then, the first STapp (STapp1) was conducted. The subjects played the 
single-time attack mode (TA) of Mario Kart 8 Deluxe three times. TA is a mode in which a single player, who 
can use only three acceleration devices, runs three laps around a course and competes for time. Immediately 
following the end of the TA was completed, the second STapp (STapp2) was conducted. After the completion of 
the STapp2, the subjects were instructed to sit on a chair in the resting position with eyes open for 10 min 
(Recovery), which was the recovery time. Next, the subjects played the computer versus mode (COM) three times. 
In COM, a total of 12 characters run three laps around a course while using various items (e.g., acceleration 
devices, jamming devices) and compete for the first position. Immediately following the end of the COM, the 
third STapp (STapp3) was conducted, and the experiment was completed. The course used was Mario Kart 
Stadium, class was 150 cc, and characters and machines were chosen by the subjects. 
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The study was conducted in accordance with the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the 
Ethics Review Committee of the School of Advanced Science and Technology, Kumamoto University (protocol 
code R2-2). 

 
Fig.2.Timeline of the experimental procedure. 

3. Data analysis and statistical test 
 
3.1 Stroop test 
The ST was used to compare subject's cognitive skills with and without training. The combined results of the first 
ST of the training and non-training groups were used as the pre-training data. The second ST of the training group 
was used as the post-training data. Based on previous studies (Ikeda, 2013a, b), all data were confirmed to be 
normally and equally distributed using the Shapiro–Wilk and Bartlett tests. The unpaired t-test was conducted 
using the pre-training and post-training data to determine whether the cognitive skills were improved by training. 
The significance level was set at 0.05. 
 
The STapp was used to compare acute changes in cognitive skills before and after the eSports task. The combined 
results of the training and non-training groups were used as the data for each STapp. Since the data were 
confirmed to be normally and equally distributed, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey’s 
test was conducted on the three groups of STapp1, STapp2, and STapp3 individually to determine whether there 
were acute changes in cognitive skills before and after the eSports task. The significance level was set at 0.05. 

3.2 HRV indices 
To examine the trend of the HRV indices obtained from the RRI, HRV indices were plotted as time-series data. 
The mean values of HRV indices in each condition were calculated for the top 10 (Top10) and bottom 10 
(Bottom10) subjects when the subjects were arranged in order of the difference between the total reaction times 
of STapp1 and STapp3. The Shapiro–Wilk test showed that these data could not be assumed to be normally 
distributed. Therefore, a comparison of the mean values of the Rest and COM states of the Top 10 was conducted 
using Wilcoxon's signed-rank test. Bottom10 also compared Rest and COM as well as Top10. In addition, the 
difference between the Rest and COM values of the HRV indices, and the difference between the total reaction 
times of STapp1 and STapp3 for the data of all subjects, were used to calculate the Spearman's correlation 
coefficient and an uncorrelation test was conducted. The significance level was set at 0.05. 

4. Results 
 
4.1 Stroop test 
Table 1 shows the results for the ST and STapp. The results of the unpaired t-test for the ST showed that there 
was no significant difference in the number of correct answers in both congruent and incongruent tasks between 
pre- and post-training ST (congruent task: t(28)=−0.20, p>0.05; incongruent task: t(28)=−1.22, p>0.05). 
Although the difference was not significant, the number of correct answers to the ST incongruent task was higher 
in post-training than in pre-training. 
 
The results of the ANOVA for the total reaction time of STapp showed that there was no significant difference 
between all STapp in the congruent task (F(2, 57)=1.70, p>0.05). However, the results of the Tukey's test for the 
total reaction time of STapp showed that there was a significant difference in the performance of incongruent 
tasks in STapp1 and STapp3 (p<0.05). The ANOVA results of the number of correct answers of the STapp showed 
that there was no significant difference among all three groups of the STapp (congruent task: F(2, 57)=0.23, 
p>0.05; incongruent task: F(2, 57)=0.84, p>0.05). The STapp results showed that cognitive skills were 
significantly improved temporarily after playing COM. Seven subjects of the Top10 group were from the training 
group. 
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4.2 HRV indices 
The mean values and standard deviations of SDNN, RMSSD, and LF/HF of Rest and COM for the Top10 and 
Bottom10 are shown in Table 2. SDNN and RMSSD have been reported as parasympathetic HRV measures related 
to cognitive skills, while LF/HF has only been reported to be an indicator of sympathetic system (Castaldo et al., 
2015; Hilgarter et al., 2021; Roos et al., 2017; Schumann et al., 2019; Thayer et al., 2012). 
 
For the Top10, the values of SDNN and RMSSD during COM were higher than those at Rest; the results of the 
Wilcoxon's signed-rank test showed that the difference was statistically significant (p<0.05). In contrast, for 
Bottom10, the values of SDNN and RMSSD during COM were lower than those at Rest; although the results of 
the Wilcoxon's signed-rank test showed that the difference was not statically significant (p>0.05). However, 
correlation analysis of the difference between the Rest and COM values of these HRV indices and the difference 
in total reaction time between STapp1 and STapp3 showed no significant correlation between the two (SDNN: 
r=−0.26, RMSSD: r=−0.37, LF/HF: r=−0.12, p>0.05). 
 
Fig. 3 shows the time-series plots of RMSSD and LF/HF for the subjects with the most and least difference 
between the total reaction times of STapp1 and STapp3. The RMSSD of the subject with the greatest difference 
exhibited an increasing trend and LF/HF exhibited a decreasing trend during COM, and vice-versa for the 
subject with the least difference. Additionally, these trends were observed in each of the Top10 (similar to the 
former) and Bottom10 (similar to the latter) groups.  

Table 1. Results of congruent and incongruent tasks for ST and STapp. The values in the table represent mean ± 
standard deviation. *p < 0.05 between the total reaction time of STapp1 and STapp3 incongruent task. 

Stroop test Task Number of correct answers Total reaction time [s] 

Pre-training ST 
congruent 50.7 ± 6.5 - 

incongruent 40.2 ± 6.2 - 

Post-training ST 
congruent 50.1 ± 3.5 - 

incongruent 43.8 ± 6.2 - 

STapp1 
congruent 19.4 ± 0.9 14.9 ± 1.8 

incongruent 19.1 ± 1.5 18.8 ± 3.7 

STapp2 
congruent 19.6 ± 0.8 13.8 ± 2.1 

incongruent 19.3 ± 0.8 17.0 ± 2.8 

STapp3 
congruent 19.6 ± 0.8 13.6 ± 1.8 

incongruent 19.5 ± 0.6 * 16.3 ± 2.7 
 
Table 2. HRV indices at Rest and COM for Top10 and Bottom10. The values in the table represent mean ± 
standard deviation. *p < 0.05 between Rest and COM HRV indices value. 

HRV indices Groups Rest COM 

SDNN [ms] 
Top10 60.9 ± 22.0 * 73.5 ± 24.4 

Bottom10 60.9 ± 35.8    58.9 ± 17.8 

RMSSD [ms] 
Top10 45.1 ± 32.1 * 56.4 ± 32.8 

Bottom10 52.9 ± 50.5    43.7 ± 16.1 

LF/HF [n.u.] 
Top10 2.1 ± 1.6    1.9 ± 1.1 

Bottom10 2.2 ± 1.9    1.9 ± 0.9 
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Fig.3.RMSSD and LF/HF time-series plots. (a) Subject with the most improved total reaction time between 
STapp1 and STapp3. (b) Subject with the least improved total reaction time between STapp1 and STapp3.  
The green band indicates the play of COM. 

5. Discussion 
 
5.1 Stroop tests 
 
5.1.1 ST 
The results of the ST indicated that only training did not improve the number of correct answers on ST. However, 
a trend of improvement was observed in the incongruent task, although the unpaired t-test showed it was not 
statistically significant. Hagiwara et al. (2020) reported that the results of the congruent and incongruent tasks of 
the Stroop test were significantly improved by training. In their study, the training period for the training group 
was 6 months, while the training period in the present study was 6 weeks. This difference in the training period 
may have caused the difference in Stroop test results. 

5.1.2 STapp 
The results of ANOVA showed that the number of correct answers in any STapp was over 19 questions, which 
was not significantly different. These results suggest that the subjects did not make lazy choices for each STapp, 
and responded with appropriate deliberation. In addition, the results of Tukey's test showed a significant 
difference in the total reaction time between STapp1 and STapp3 in the incongruent task. These results suggest 
that the reason for the significant decrease in total reaction time in STapp3 compared with that in STapp1 is due 
to the decrease in thinking time caused by the temporary improvement in cognitive skills by playing COM. 
However, STapp3 was the third STapp in the experimental procedure. Therefore, we cannot deny the possibility 
that the total reaction time was significantly shortened because of the subjects' familiarity with the STapp. The 
obtained result supports those found in a previous study (Anguera et al., 2013; Bediou., 2018; Hagiwara et al., 
2020), which showed that cognitive skills are improved by playing eSports. However, the results did not show 
that playing TA significantly reduced the total reaction time of the STapp which is different from the results of 
a previous study (Hagiwara et al., 2020). COM requires the subject to process more information than TA mode 
because during COM, the subject has to process interference from other players. The total reaction time was much 
shorter compared to STapp1 may be related to the difference in the amount of information processed during play 
in COM and TA modes. 

5.2 HRV indices 
RMSSD reflects the beat-to-beat variability and has been reported to be the primary time-domain feature used to 
estimate vagal changes reflected in HRV (Shaffer et al., 2014). It has also been reported that a relationship exists 
between the vagus nerve and frontal lobe activity, and subjects with poor results in cognitive tasks involving the 
frontal lobe have lower values in several HRV features (Forte et al., 2019; Muthukrishnan et al., 2017; Thayer et 
al., 2012). In the study by Hagiwara et al. (2020), the power of the EEG measured from the frontal lobe was 
significantly greater while playing eSports. In addition, Anguera et al. (2013) showed an increase in EEG activity 
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measured from the frontal lobe during the playing of video games. Table 2 shows that the Top10's RMSSD of the 
COM increased significantly compared with that of the rest. The higher RMSSD values in the Top10 than in the 
resting state may reflect activation of the frontal lobe. 
 
Recently, it has been suggested that playing video games may enhance inhibitory function (Bediou., 2018; 
Hutchinson et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2019). People with high inhibitory function have been reported to have higher 
HRV indices in the parasympathetic nervous system (Roos et al., 2017; Schumann et al., 2019). In addition, a 
previous study reported that the parasympathetic nervous system was activated during the Stroop test in a group 
with good test results (Iwasa, 2012). From Table 2, Top10's SDNN and RMSSD of the COM were significantly 
increased compared to the resting state, which may suggest the improvement in inhibitory function induced by 
playing eSports. 
 
Fig. 3 (a) shows that the RMSSD values exhibit an increasing trend during COM. In addition, LF/HF values 
exhibit a decreasing trend. These trends were observed at the Top10. It is suggested that these results reflect 
activation of the parasympathetic nervous system caused by a temporary increase in frontal lobe activation and 
inhibitory function. 
 
Previous studies have reported the potential of playing video games to both induce and reduce stress (Aliyari et 
al., 2018, Aliyari et al., 2020). Stress is inhibited when concentration and attention to playing video games are 
increased. When playing video games suppresses stress, subsequent cognitive skills are improved (Aliyari et al., 
2020). Similarly, cognitive skills are hampered under stressful conditions (Castaldo et al., 2015; Rodrigues et al., 
2018). Under stress, SDNN and RMSSD values are significantly decreased and LF/HF values, which represent 
sympathetic nerve activity, are significantly increased (Castaldo et al., 2015). Table 2 shows that the Bottom10's 
RMSSD and SDNN of the COM decreased compared with that of rest. Furthermore, Fig. 3 (b) shows that the 
RMSSD value exhibits a decreasing trend during COM. In addition, the LF/HF value exhibits an increasing trend. 
These trends were observed in the Bottom10. These results suggest that Bottom10 may have been stressed by 
playing eSports. As a result, cognitive skills are likely to be temporarily reduced or unchanged. In this way, a 
time-series plotting of RMSSD and LF/HF may be able to assess the temporary improvement of cognitive skills 
induced by eSports play. 
 
In this study, seven of the Top10 subjects belonged to the training group. In the study by Hagiwara et al. (2020), 
6 months of training for people who belonged to an eSports club resulted in a significant temporary improvement 
in cognitive skills. On the other hand, in this study, the participants were not members of the eSports club and 
had a short training period. This suggests that habitual practice and proficiency in eSports may contribute to the 
temporary improvement in cognitive skills induced by eSports play. 
 
One of the limitations of this study is that, in this experiment, the age of the subjects was 21.9 ± 0.7 years, which 
is a very narrow range; hence, we cannot determine if the above discussion is valid for different age groups. In 
this experiment, the subjects were divided into two groups, namely training, and non-training groups, and the 
number of subjects in each group was 10, which could be an insufficient sample size. Increasing the sample size 
and optimally normalizing the inter-participant variance of the HRV indies will improve the correlation analysis 
and evaluation of quantitative effects. In addition, we did not conduct a questionnaire survey to ascertain the 
regularity with which the subjects usually played eSports; hence, we cannot deny the possibility that there were 
subjects in the non-training group who played eSports to the same extent as the ones in the training group. 

6. Conclusions 
This study verified the hypothesis that there are HRV indices that change accompanying the improvements in 
cognitive skills induced by eSports. The Top10's SDNN and RMSSD values for the parasympathetic nervous 
system during eSports play were significantly higher than those recorded at rest. Furthermore, time-series plots 
of RMSSD and LF/HF data during eSports play suggested an activation of the parasympathetic nervous system. 
On the other hand, the Bottom10's SDNN and RMSSD values for the parasympathetic nervous system during 
eSports play were decreased compared to the at-rest condition. Furthermore, time-series plots of RMSSD and 
LF/HF data during eSports play suggested sympathetic nervous system activation. These results suggest that the 
temporary improvement in cognitive skills induced by eSports may be accompanied by the HRV changes in the 
parasympathetic indices. The time-series plotting examples of RMSSD and LF/HF suggested the possibility to 
develop a prediction system for cognitive skill improvement during eSports based on real-time analysis of HRV 
indices. 
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